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Tampa Bay Technology Incubator company receives Phase 1 SBIR grant for multiple myeloma treatment
Modulation Therapeutics, founded by USF/Moffitt Cancer Center researchers, receives $156,202

By Tracey Swartz
USF CONNECT

TAMPA, Fla. (August 31, 2012) – Modulation Therapeutics, Inc. has been awarded a $156,202 Phase 1 SBIR grant from the National Cancer Institute. Modulation Therapeutics is part of the Tampa Bay Technology Incubator (TBTI), part of USF CONNECT at the USF Research Park in Tampa.

Modulation Therapeutics is an early-stage biotech company that develops therapeutics targeting cell adhesion receptors for cancer treatments. The company licenses MTI-101, a compound that binds to the cell adhesion molecule CD44 to disrupt tumors from homing to the bone, from Moffitt Cancer Center.

“The funding will help to support the cost of preclinical studies needed to reach an investigational new drug application for MT-101,” said Dr. Mark McLaughlin, senior member of the drug discovery department at Moffitt. “MT-101 is our lead candidate for treatment of relapsed/refractory multiple myeloma.”

Previous awards, including a $500,000 Biotech Investment Award from Multiple Myeloma Research Foundation, have been pivotal in facilitating the advancement of the MTI-101 compound into clinical trials for multiple myeloma, according to McLaughlin.

The company, which joined the TBTI earlier this year, was founded in 2011 by University of South Florida faculty members and Moffitt Cancer Center researchers McLaughlin and Dr. Lori Hazlehurst, associate member of molecular oncology.

“This grant funding helps to support our efforts to measure the pharmacokinetics of MT-101, the chemical optimization of the pharmacokinetics properties of MT-101 analogs, and in vivo testing of any analogs of MT-101 with optimized PK characteristics,” said McLaughlin.

Tracey Swartz can be reached at (813) 974-1082 or taswartz@usf.edu.

##

USF CONNECT focuses on the needs of Tampa Bay’s technology and bio/life sciences entrepreneurs throughout the business life cycle, providing the facilities, partners and resources for successful business development. USF CONNECT offers access to technologies, workforce programs, technology commercialization, critical research equipment, and incubator facilities, adding value and delivering targeted, high level expertise to its member businesses. Web: http://www.research.usf.edu/rf/usf-connect.asp

The Tampa Bay Technology Incubator (TBTI) is one vehicle through which USF CONNECT grows successful companies. TBTI supports technology research as a catalyst for economic development and advocates the creation and development of facilities for high-technology companies and related support functions. Web: http://www.research.usf.edu/rf/tbti.asp

The University of South Florida (usf.edu) is a high-impact, global research university dedicated to student success. USF is classified by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching in the top tier of research universities, a distinction attained by only 2.2 percent of all universities. It ranks 50th in the nation for federal expenditures in research and total expenditures in research among all U.S. universities, public or private, according to the National Science Foundation. The USF System has an annual budget of $1.5 billion, an annual economic impact of $3.7 billion, and serves 47,000 students in Tampa, St. Petersburg, Sarasota-Manatee and Lakeland.
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